A model for the low/hard (LH) state associated with a steady jet in black hole X-ray binaries (BHXBs) is proposed based on disc-corona model with open magnetic fields trapped in magnetic patches, which arises from "flux expulsion" effect of convective turbulence. We fit the spectral profiles of the LH state for the BHXBs, 4U 1543-475, GX 339-4, XTE J1550-564 and GRO J1655-40, and fit the relation between jet power and X-ray luminosity dynamically in the LH state by adjusting accretion rate and the outer boundary of the corona over the disc.
Introduction
Spectral states observed in black hole X-ray binaries (BHXBs) involve a number of unresolved issues in astrophysics, displaying complex variations not only in the luminosities and energy spectra, but also in presence/ absence of jets and quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs).
Belloni [1] classified the states of BHXBs as low/hard (LH) state, hard intermediate state (HIM), soft intermediate (SIM) state and high/soft (HS) state, which display different luminosity and hardness associated with different behavior of QPOs and radio loudness. McClintock & Remillard [2] used four parameters to define X-ray states based on the very extensive RXTE data archive for BHXBs, in which three states, i.e., thermal-dominant (TD) state, low/hard (LH) state and steep power law (SPL) state are included. In TD state, the flux is dominated by the thermal radiation from the inner accretion disk, and QPOs are absent or very weak. The spectral profile of LH state is characterized by a hard power law component at 2 -20 keV with a photon index Γ in the range and an exponential cut-off at about 100 keV, which is associated with a quasi-steady radio jet. SPL state has a strong power-law component with , which is associated with high-frequency QPOs. Although a consensus on classification of spectral states of BHXBs has not been reached, it is widely accepted that these states can be reduced to only two basic states, i.e., a hard state and a soft one, and jets can be observed in hard states, but cannot be in soft states. Just like classification of spectral states agreement has not been reached on modeling the spectral states of BHXBs. The accretion flow in LH state is usually supposed to be a truncated thin disk with an inner advection-dominated accretion flow (ADAF) in the prevailing scenario [2] [3] [4] [5] , and henceforth this model is referred to as truncated ADAF model. Generally speaking, the thermal component of the spectra of BHXBs can be well fitted by a standard thin accretion disk, while the non-thermal component can be interpreted by invoking thermal Comptonization, which originates from either a hot disk (self-Compton process in ADAF) or disk-corona (external Compton process). Although similar spectral profiles of BHXBs can be fitted either by disk-corona model or by truncated ADAF model, there exists an essential difference between the two types of models, i.e., the cold disk remains at or near to the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) in disk-corona model, not appearing to truncate beyond ISCO as in ADAF model. Disk-corona model seems to be supported by a number of recent observations. For example, XMM-Newton observations of GX 339-4 show that a broad iron line together with a dim, hot thermal component was present in its spectra during the hard state. This effect seems to be observed in a few other sources such as Cygnus X-1, and SWIFT J1753.5-0127 [6, 7] . Recently, Reis, Miller & Fabian [8] studied the Chandra observation of XTE J1118+480 in the canonical LH state, and a thermal disk emission with a temperature of approximately 0.21 keV is found at greater than the 14 level, and they concluded that this thermal emission most likely originates from an accretion disk extending close to ISCO. The results of fits made to both components strongly suggest that a standard thin disk remains at or near to ISCO, at least in bright phases of the LH state. Very recently, Reis, Fabian & Miller [9] presented an X-ray study of eight black holes in the LH state, and they found that a thermal disk continuum with a color temperature consistent with is clearly detected in all eight sources and the detailed fits to the line profiles exclude a truncated disk in each case. 4 
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One of the main characteristics of the LH state of BHXBs is its association with quasi-steady jets. Although different mechanisms have been proposed for interpreting jet production in black hole systems of different scales, such as the plasma gun [10] , the cosmic battery [11] and the magnetic tower [12] , the most promising mechanism for powering jets is magneto-centrifugal mechanism, which relies on an accretion disk threaded by a poloidal, large-scale magnetic field [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Recently, Gan et al. [17] proposed a disk-corona model for BHXBs, in which the closed magnetic field lines pipe the hot matter evaporated from the disk, and shape it in the corona above the disk to form a magnetically induced disk-corona system. Later, we combined epicyclic resonances with the disk-corona model given by [17] to interpret the high frequency QPOs with 3:2 pairs observed in SPL states of the three BHXBs, i.e., GRO J1655-40 (450, 300Hz), XTE J1550-564 (276, 184Hz) and GRS 1915+105 (168, 113 Hz) [18] . Although some spectral profiles have been fitted in the LH state, a clear association with a quasi-steady jet has not been revealed, and this becomes a great challenge to the present theoretical models.
We notice that corona is a perfect launching site for outflow from accretion disk [19] , and disk-corona model provides a possible scenario for interpreting how matter loading into a jet occurs. In this paper, we intend to model the LH state of BHXBs based on a disk-corona model, in which the inner edge of the accretion disk is assumed to extend to ISCO, and the jets are driven by the patched open magnetic field suggested by Spruit & Uzdensky [20] . The reason of taking this kind of magnetic field structure lies in the following aspects. 1) The magnetic patches reduce reconnection across the disk and thus reduce the outward diffusion of magnetic field; 2) The magnetic patches lose angular momentum effectively and thus make the magnetic field drift inward; 3) The trapped magnetic flux plausibly varies on timescales of days or longer, corresponding to the time for accretion from the outer edge of the disk, and thus is consistent with the timescales of the state transitions in BHXBs; and 4) The jet can be driven effectively by the patched open magnetic field, and the disk luminosity can be lowered remarkably due to the transfer of energy of accreting matter into the jet. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a detailed description of our model, in which the jet is driven by the patched open magnetic field, and the coupling of the jet with accretion process is taken into account based on the conservation of energy and angular momentum. In Section 3, the spectral profiles of the LH state of five BHXBs are fitted based on the disk-corona model, and the relation between jet power and X-ray luminosity is fitted by adjusting accretion rate and the outer boundary of the corona over the disk. In Section 4 we propose a scenario of state transitions in BHXBs, in which a correlation of magnetic field configuration with the transition from hard to soft states is discussed. In addition, we suggest that the evolution of the magnetic field configuration in black hole accretion disk can be regarded as the second parameter in the state transitions of BHXBs. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss some issues related to our model. Throughout this paper the geometric units G = c = 1 are used.
Description of Our Model
In order to interpret the association of the LH state of BHXBs with a quasi-steady jet, we take the scenario of magnetic patches suggested by [20] , i.e., a large portion of the net vertical magnetic flux threading a disk gets concentrated into patches of strong field due to "flux expulsion" effect of convective turbulence [21, 22] . A schematic drawing of disk-corona model with magnetic patches is shown in Figure 1 .
The configuration given in Figure 1 has some advantages on interpreting the LH state of BHXBs. 1) The outward diffusion of trapped fields by turbulent reconnection can be reduced significantly once the magnetic field locally becomes strong enough to avoid being tangled, and the jet can be driven effectively by the open large-scale magnetic field concentrated in the patches; 2) The disk luminosity can be depressed effectively due to part of energy is transferred into the jet; 3) The corona geometry is scarcely affected by the magnetic patches, which distribute dispersedly on the disk and occupy a small fraction of the disk surface; and 4) The large scale patched open magnetic field is apt to collimate the jet from black hole accretion disk. Thus the LH state of BHXBs associated with a quasi-steady jet can be fitted based on disk-corona model with the magnetic patches.
As argued in [20] , the magnetic field strength p B inside the patches is estimated by
where
  is a parameter related to magnetorotational instability (MRI), and is the gas pressure dominating over the radiation pressure inside the disk. According to Balbus & Hawley [23] , the interior viscous process is dominated by tangled small-scale magnetic field, D , and the viscous pressure is comparable to magnetic pressure, and thus we assume
In this paper, we introduce two parameters, r  and   , to describe the distribution of magnetic patches in the disk as follows,
In Equation (3) the radial coordinate of the patch p r is related to the disk radius r by the radial fraction factor r  , and the toroidal coordinate of the patch p  to the toroidal coordinate φ of the disk by the toroidal fraction factor   . Henceforth the subscript "p" represents the quantities related to the magnetic patches. Thus the magnetic torque exerted on the magnetic patches is given by 
where p  is the average angular velocity of magnetic patches. Since the magnetized patch drifts inward with a speed greater than that of accreting matter, p K should be less than the Keplerian angular velocity, and is a factor less than unity.
Incorporating Equations (2)- (5), we have the jet power within the radius r driven by the open magnetic field of all patches as follows,
where four parameters , 
Incorporating Equations (1), (6) and (7), we have p p gas
Since p P d is the jet power driven by the magnetic patches in the ring of width dr, the quantities p S and p H are respectively the average fluxes of energy and angular momentum transferred from the ring by the trapped magnetic fields as shown in Equations (7) and (8) . The coupling of jet and accretion is taken into account by using the conservation equations of energy and angular momentum as follows,
where g is the viscous torque in the disk, and D K    , and the quantities and are the specific energy and angular momentum given by Bardeen, Press & Teukolsky [24] . † E † L Incorporating Equations (8)- (10), we have the radiation flux from disk as follows,
where DA is the viscously dissipated energy due to disk accretion, and it reads
Inspecting Equation (11), we find that the total radiation flux   F r is less than DA due to the negative contribution of the second term at RHS of this equation, and this term represents the jet effect of reducing the total radiation. So we expect that disk-corona model with trapped magnetic fields anchored at the patches can be applicable to the LH state with a quasi-steady jet observed in several BHXBs, and the detailed fits will be given in the next section. tween jet power and X-ray luminosity based on the first step.
supplying seed photons for Comptonization of corona. The rest dissipated energy, cor Q  , heats corona and maintains its relativistic temperature via magnetic buoyancy and reconnection [25] . The quantity cor is proportional to magnetic energy density and local Aflven speed, and we have
Fitting Spectra
At the first step the spectra of the LH state are fitted based on disk-corona model, and the code given in [17] is modified in two aspects: 1) The MC process with the closed magnetic field in [17] is replaced by the jet launching process with the patched open magnetic field as shown in Figure 1, and 2) The outer boundary of corona taken as that of the closed magnetic field in [17] is replaced by the radius out as an adjustable parameter in fitting the LH state in this paper.
where and have the same meanings as given in [17] .
Fitting LH State of BHXBs
In this section we fit the LH state and its associated jet in two steps, where the BHXBs, 4U 1543-475, GX 339-4, XTE J1550-564, GRO J1655-40 and GRS 1915+105 are included. Firstly, we fit the spectral profiles of the LH state of these sources, and then we fit the relation be-
The main characteristics of the five BHXBs are given in Table 1 , and the values of the input parameters and those of J and X are given in Table 2 , where J and denote the jet power derived from Equation (  . It is noted that the spectral profiles of the LH states of thefive BHXBs given in Figure 2 are in good agreement with the observation data given in Figure 4 .11 of [2] .
Relation between X-Ray Luminosity and Jet Power
At the second step in fitting the LH state we check the relation between the jet power and the X-ray luminosity as follows,
This relation was first proposed by Fender, Gallo & Jonker [37] , and the coefficient varies between steady A 3 6 10   and 0.3 [38, 39] . In our fits J is regarded as the jet power jet given by Equation (6) , and X can be calculated based on the spectral profiles of the LH state as shown in Figure 2 .
In addition, we obtain the values of X for each BHXB based on the spectral profile of the LH state obtained in the first step, and the coefficient steady can be determined by Equation (15) , which is a constant in the fitting for each source. It turns out that the relation between X and J can be satisfied by adjusting accretion rate and the outer boundary radius out of corona. The fitting results are given in Table 3 and Figure  3 .
Inspecting Table 3 and Figure 3 , we find that and X do obey Equation (15) This relation can be understood roughly in the context of our model. The X-ray luminosity X arises from the gravitational energy of the accreting matter released in the disk accretion, and the jet power J comes from the kinetic energy of the outflowing particles trapped in the open magnetic field lines. In fact, the two kinds of luminosities have the same origin: The gravitational energy of the matter in accretion disk. The positive exponent in the correlation implies that the both luminosities increase with the accretion rate during the LH state, because the both come from accretion process. However, the reason for the index ~0.5 remains unclear, since it involves complicated energy conversion among accretion disk, corona and outflow.
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A Scenario of State Transition in BHXBs
As is well known, state transitions in BHXBs display a variety of variations not only in luminosities but also in some spectral characteristics such as hardness and spectral index. The complexity is particularly attractive in the transition from hard to soft states, with which different remarkable phenomena are associated. According to [38] and [1] the transition from hard to soft states can be depicted in a more detailed way, e.g. the transition from LH to HIM and to SIM states occurs successively, being associated with quasi-steady jet, episodic jet and QPOs, respectively. A jet line in HID indicates the dividing line between HIM and SIM states, and the most confusing behavior in this transition is the occurrence of episodic, relativistic jets across the jet line.
The fundamental feature in one outburst of BHXBs is the variation of the luminosity. As shown in HID these sources always start from "quiescence" of very low luminosity, and then they transit from LH to HIM states with the increasing luminosity. Afterwards the BHXBs evolve from HIM to SIM, and from SIM to HS states with luminosity remaining roughly unchanged. Then these sources transit from HS to LH states and finally return to "quiescence" with the decreasing luminosity. The variation of the X-ray luminosity is interpreted naturally by the corresponding variation of accretion rate, which is widely regarded as the first parameter for governing the state transition of BHXBs. However, accretion rate is not only parameter, since some evolution features, such as a hysteretic behavior in the state transition of BHXBs, namely from hard to soft, takes place at higher luminosities than the reverse transition later in the outburst, cannot be interpreted by the variation of accretion rate [38, 40, 41] .
It was suggested by [20] that the size of the central magnetic flux bundle can be identified with the second parameter for determining X-ray spectral states of BHXBs and the presence of relativistic outflows. Very recently, King et al. [42] pointed out that the magnetic field might be primarily toroidal in the soft state, but primarily poloidal in the hard state. In fact, both the accumulation of the patched magnetic flux in the inner disk and the change between toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields can be regarded as evolution of magnetic field configuration. Thus we suggest that magnetic field configuration on the accretion disk is the second parameter for governing the state transition of BHXBs. This viewpoint can be interpreted roughly as follows.
By analogy with the coronal mass ejection Yuan et al. [43] proposed a MHD model for interpreting the episodic ejections from BHXBs, and GRO J1655-40, XTE J1550-564 and GRS 1915 + 105 are involved. It turns out that the magnetic field configuration for launching the episodic jet contains both open and closed field lines in the inner accretion flow as shown in Figure 1 of [43] . In addition, we notice that the three BHXBs with episodic ejections are exactly those with 3:2 high-frequency QPO pairs observed in SIM state (or SPL state), which are fitted by invoking closed magnetic field configuration with disk corona model in [18] . We also notice that the transitions from LH to HIM states and then to SIM state are associated with the transitions from open magnetic field configuration for LH state (this paper) to open with closed one for HIM state [43] and to closed one for SIM state [18] . Coincidentally, the three BHXBs, GRO J1655-40, XTE J1550-564 and GRS 1915 + 105 are all involved in the three states, for which the fits are all given in the frame of convective turbulence of MHD. The correlation of magnetic field configurations with the transition from hard to soft states is illustrated in Figure 4 .
Although the origin of the magnetic field in BHXBs remains unclear, it is most probably related to accretion process in the following aspects.
1) Seed magnetic field is regarded as one of the possibilities of the origin of the magnetic field, and seed magnetic field is brought from a companion in accretion process;
2) Seed magnetic field can be amplified via dynamo mechanism, and this mechanism arises from differential rotation of accretion disk;
3) Large-scale magnetic field might be generated by toroidal electric current, and this kind of current exist probably in the accretion due to total deviation from electric neutrality in accreting plasma coming from its companion.
Combining the above scenario of transition from hard to soft states with the prevailing scenario of transition from "high soft" state return to LH state, we obtain a complete q-shaped pattern in counter-clockwise direction consisting of upper and lower branches in HID as follows.
1) The upper branch of the q-shaped pattern (from right to left): "quiescence" → LH state → HIM state → SIM state;
2) The lower branch of the q-shaped pattern (from left to right): Soft state → LH state → "quiescence".
The scenario corresponding to the lower branch is described in [2] as follows.
Soft state (thin disk extends close to ISCO) → LH state (a truncated thin disk with an inner ADAF) → "quiescence" (accretion rate decreases to very low level).
However, the difference of X-ray luminosities between the upper and lower branches remains an open question.
Discussion
In this paper, we fit the spectral profiles of five BHXBs in the LH state associated with the quasi-steady jets by introducing the large-scale patched magnetic fields into disk-corona model. It turns out that a quasi-steady jet does associate with the LH state, and the relation between the jet power and the X-ray luminosity does hold based on our model.
It is noted that the coupling of patched magnetic field with accretion disk plays an essential role in the fits. On the one hand, the patched magnetic field reduces the luminosity effectively by extracting energy from the accretion disk to drive jets, and thus it affects disk dynamics. On the other hand, this effect gives rise to a feedback to the patched magnetic field itself, reducing its outward diffusion and increasing its drift inward. The main characteristics of the spectral profiles of the LH state can be retained with a quasi-steady jet driven by the patched magnetic field distributed dispersedly on the disk-corona system. Some issues related to our model are addressed as follows.
(1) The mechanisms of driving jet In this paper, the magneto-centrifugal mechanism (e.g., [13] ) is adopted to drive jet via the patched field instead of the BZ process [44] . Because of the following reasons, 1) The coupling of the patched magnetic fields with the disk-corona system is realized via the magneto-centrifugal mechanism, and it is helpful to interpret the LH state with a quasi-steady jet; 2) As shown in Figure 1 , the patched fields assumed in different direction dissipate probably in magnetic reconnection as they drift close to the innermost region of the disk, and thus the BZ process cannot work due to very few magnetic fields brought to the black hole. In addition, this configuration could provide a possible interpretation for producing episodic jets in the transition from hard state to soft state [38, 43] .
(2) Relation between jet power and X-ray luminosity From the fitting results given in Table 3 and Figure 3 we find that the relation between jet power and X-ray luminosity is fitted numerically in our model. Both jet power and X-ray luminosity increases monotonically with the increasing accretion rate and the outer boundary of the corona, and these fits are consistent with the rising phase of transient outburst of the BHXBs as shown in the X-ray hardness-intensity diagram (HID) given by [38] . These results can be roughly understood as follows.
On the one hand, both jet power and X-ray luminosity are powered essentially by gravitational energy released in accretion process, so these two quantities increase with the increasing accretion rate. On the other hand, required by the unchanged hardness of the LH state, the outer boundary of the corona should increase to contribute more power law component via Comptonization in the corona with the increasing accretion rate.
(3) The uncertainty of the fitting parameters The most difficult problem related to our model is how to describe the distribution and the drifting motion of the magnetic patches. The purpose of this paper is to fit the correlation of J with X rather than to fit the jet power, as we have no direct observation data of the latter. Thus we can lower the requirement for describing the 3-D jet, and incorporate the four parameters into one parameter, p r L f k L     being taken around 0.0001 in the calculations. Fortunately, the fitting results are insensitive to the value, i.e., we can obtain the same spectral profiles with a quasi-steady jet power for p f varying around 0.0001. The maximum values of p f are constrained by the requirement that the radiation flux given by Equation (11) should be non-negative, and those maximum values are shown in the rightmost column of Table 3 .
The fitting results presented in this paper show that the spectral profiles in the LH state could be well fitted by disk-corona model with the inner edge of disk remains close to ISCO, thus a cool accretion disk component and a relativistically-broadened Fe K emission line can be naturally explained. Nevertheless, we have to make some assumptions with several parameters for describing the patched magnetic fields due to lack of knowledge on "flux expulsion" effect of convective turbulence, and we hope to improve our model based on further study on convective turbulence in accretion disk.
